
Cloudlets, Off loading, and other Platform Specific Concerns



 Increased computational speed
 Better responsiveness

 Decreased energy expenditure
 Better/longer battery life

 General increase in ability
 A resource poor device can run resource intensive 

programs

 Access to large data sets that can’t be stored on the 
device constantly



 Besides battery designers and network engineers, who 
cares? What cool things can we do?

 Mobile devices are with us constantly.
 Leveraging MCC allows for more computationally 

intensive games

 We can go to a new doctor and pull up our medical 
records without them being on the device constantly 
(and therefore at risk if lost or stolen)

 Translation services for tourists (common ad hoc 
example)



 Three basic types of clouds
 ad hoc local cloud

 Share the cost

 Don’t have to send data far

 Big overhead

 You share the cost

 Cloudlet
 Nearby

 Powerful

 Requires additional infrastructure

 Variable overhead

 Distant Cloud – what we deal with most of the time



 Good for localized tasks
 Throw more processors at the problem
 Better for parallelizable than serial tasks

 Requires overhead
 Devices need to communicate to each other
 Security concerns – Huge!
 Technological constraints due to number of users

 Time savings vs. Energy Savings
 You can farm out, and be farmed out, tasks
 Can cost more energy than doing your tasks by yourself, but 

results are returned quicker
 You pay energy cost for tasks others farm out to you



 Distributed infrastructure
 Minimize hops from device
 Expensive (money)

 More powerful than ad hoc
 Speedy processors
 You aren’t paying energy cost for others from your device; 

TANSTAAFL
 Can effectively offload more (in terms of size) as well as a 

wider variety of tasks (serialized as well as parallel)

 Security concerns
 Same ones we generally deal with
 Tracking!



 Big and Fast
 Can handle the most resource intensive of tasks

 Far away
 More hops = lower QoS

 Allows for task-specific optimization
 Case dependent, but cloud might have data and 

methods stored so you don’t need to transmit as much as 
with other cloud types

 Generally where you will access data from



 The amount of traffic on the wireless access point can 
negatively impact QoS.
 10 MB file used in study.
 The transfer time doesn’t change much until about 20 

users.
 Between 20 and 25 big jump; architecture based. We 

lose packets due to interference or have to wait for our 
turn, depending on the implementation.

 The number of hops to the cloud also affects the 
transfer time of application and its running states. 
 “The scenario is simulated with 15 wireless devices for 

transferring the 10 MB file.” (E. Ahmed, et al.)





E. Ahmed et al.



 Generally follows the middle road
 We gain no benefit from keeping everything local

 The problem of full virtualization
 Device intrinsic methods (gps, camera, etc.)

 Responsiveness

 Bandwidth (costs energy and time)

 Approaches to partitioning
 Systems of linear equations

 Solving optimal graphs

 Hybrid (combinations of linear and graph)

 Exceptional (none of the above)
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 Researchers have developed these different algorithms 
with different goals in mind
 What we’ve talked about

 Better performance
 Energy savings

 Additional common goals
 Reducing network overhead
 Eliminating memory constraints
 Making things easier for the programmer

 Special Cases
 Multi-site offloading
 Dynamic application updating (aimed at mirroring across 

devices)





 MAUI is a hybrid partitioning algorithm
 Energy savings

E. Cuervo et al.



 MAUI is a hybrid partitioning algorithm
 Better performance

E. Cuervo et al.



 MAUI is a hybrid partitioning algorithm
 Resource intensive operations for resource poor devices

E. Cuervo et al.
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